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Abstract
Visualising the content of a video through a keyframe summary has been a long-standing quest in computer vision. Using real
egocentric videos, this paper explores the suitability of seven feature representations of the video frames for the purpose of online
summarisation. Computational speed is an essential requirement in this set-up. We found that simple feature spaces such as
RGB moments and CENTRIST are a good compromise between speed and representativeness in comparison with semantically
richer but computationally more cumbersome spaces obtained through convolutional neural networks.
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Introduction

Video summarisation is the task of representing a video by a small
and informative set of frames (keyframes) from the video [TV07,
MA08,MTLT17]. The lack of clear structure and visual consistency
of first-person videos (FPV), called also egocentric videos, make
their summarisation substantially more difficult [Bam15,MTLT17,
BDR17, BMT∗ 15].
Adding to the challenge, here we are interested in online summarisation of egocentric videos. In online summarisation, the
keyframe summary is built on-the-fly so that at any moment during the video capture, there is a valid summary of the video up
to that moment. While studies on online video summarisation
exist [AA08, OLS∗ 15, RS03, MGW∗ 15, AMT16, EK17], none is
specifically dedicated to egocentric videos. One important aspect
of the video summarisation pipeline is the extraction of features
from the video frames. Ideally, the feature representation will capture both the semantic content and the visual appearance of the
frame. Many such representations have been proposed in the literature, ranging from low-level features (e.g., colour spaces) to highlevel features (semantic-level description of the image content). In
this paper, we examine the suitability of seven feature spaces for
online summarisation of egocentric video. Our experimental analysis is based on egocentric videos from an activity recognition
database [PR].
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
the feature spaces. Section 3 contains our experiments, and Section 4, our conclusions and future work.
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Feature representations

For an online application, two factors must be considered when
choosing a descriptor: (1) the ability of the chosen feature space
to identify the meaningful attributes of the scene; (2) the computational cost of processing (the extraction process, and algorithm
running time associated with the feature dimensionality).
In order to select an appropriate feature space for an online algorithm, we analyse a number of different features (detailed in Table 1):
1. RGB moments. The RGB colour moments are obtained by dividing an image uniformly into 3 × 3 blocks. The mean and the
standard deviation for each block and colour channel are computed.
2. Colour Layout (MPEG7). [KY01] An input RGB image is uniformly divided into 8 × 8 blocks. The average value of the pixel
colours for each block is calculated. The average RGB colours is
converted into YCbCr colour space and then quantized into three
sets of 64 DCT coefficients (total of 192 features).
3. CENTRIST descriptor. CENsus TRansform hISTogram (CENTRIST) [WR11]. Census Transform compares the intensity
value of a pixel with its eight neighboring pixels. The binary results from the 8 comparisons are transformed in a decimal number between 0 and 255. A histogram of these numbers is then
generated with 256 bins, one for each Census intensity. The two
end bins (corresponding to 0 and 255) are removed, leaving a
254-dimensional feature space. We used a MATLAB implementation to extract the descriptor [Boe].
4. HSV histograms. The feature space is extracted by a quantisation
of the HSV color space into a 256-dimensional histogram vector
of 32 bins for Hue, 4 bins for Saturation and 2 bins for Value.
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To increase speed the original image is resized to 1/64th of its
original size.
5. GIST. [OT01] The Gist descriptor is computed by convolving an
image with 32 Gabor filter (4 scales and 8 orientations), producing 32 feature maps. Each feature map is divided into 4 × 4
regions and the average feature values calculated for each region. The 16 average values of 32 feature maps are concatenated
resulting 512-dimensional descriptor.
6. and 7. Places205-AlexNet and VGGNet. We included two high
level feature descriptors extracted through deep learning neural networks. The 4096 deep features are extracted right before
the classification (soft-max) layer of two pre-trained Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), known as: VGGNet architecture [SZ14] available through the MatConvNet toolbox [VL15];
and Places205-AlexNet model [ZLX∗ 14] using Caffe deep
learning toolbox [JSD∗ 14].
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Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the feature spaces in
regard to their suitability for online keyframe summarisation from
egocentric video. Thus, we consider two aspects: ease of calculation of the feature space and the quality of the produced summary.
We chose the Activity of Daily Living (ADL) dataset [PR12].
The ADL dataset was recorded using a chest-mounted GoPro camera which consists of 20 videos of subjects performing their daily
activities in the house.
Table 1: Comparison of the average time of feature extraction for
the toy video and the average MCC-value for all 20 videos.

RGB moments
Color Layout
CENTRIST
HSV histogram
Gist
Places205-AlexNet
VGGNet
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54 50 0.68
192 519 0.52
254 160 0.63
256 30 0.45
512 232 0.45
4096 494 0.46
4096 2377 0.43

Extraction time

All experiments were carried out on a laptop, 2.20 GHz Intel
Core i5 CPU, with 8GB RAM. The first part of our analyses compares the processing time to extract the different features for the toy
video. The ‘toy video’ is a selection of the initial 495 frames from
video #8 of the same dataset. For each descriptor, we calculated the
average time of extraction by repeating the process 20 times. The
results are shown in Table 1. The extraction time for the simple
colour spaces (RGB moments and HSV histograms) is shorter than
the time for the other descriptors, whereas the popular VGGNet has
the longest extraction time.

3.2

Quality of the keyframe summary

The second part of our analyses compares the qualities of the summaries based on the different feature spaces.
3.2.1 The online summarisation algorithm. We used an online summarisation algorithm based on control-charts [MYK18].
The algorithm monitors the distance between consecutive frames
(points in the chosen feature space), and detects a transition between events in the video when this distance exceeds a threshold.
The algorithm starts with an initial buffer of frames, B. The mean, µ
and standard deviation, σ of distances between consecutive frames
in B is calculated. While the distance between subsequent consecutive frames is less than the threshold of µ + 3σ, frames are added to
B and µ and σ updated. A distance greater than the threshold identifies the end of an event. If B is larger than a specified minimum,
the frame closest to the centroid of the event is selected (otherwise
the event is ignored). This frame is compared to the previously selected keyframe (if it exists), and it is only added to the summary S
if it is sufficiently different. The similarity of the selected frames is
measured by the Pearson correlation coefficient. If the two frames
are too similar, their respective events are merged, and a new, single
representative keyframe selected. For each video and feature space,
the parameter values producing the best result are used.
3.2.2 Performance measure. We chose the Matthews correlation
coefficient (MCC) [Mat75] between the selected summary S and a
given ground truth as a performance indicator. The ground truth for
the dataset was created as follows: Each event in the video is distinguished by a number of terms. The frames in an event are labelled
as informative/not informative based on whether they contain semantic information that is included in the relevant terms for this
event. Consequently, any informative frame from the event can be
considered ground truth for that event.
3.2.3 Results. The average MCC-values using the chosen feature
space for 20 videos are shown in Table 1. The higher the value,
the better the quality of the summary. The RGB moments has the
highest MCC-value, and the VGGNet descriptor, the lowest value.
CENTRIST feature space gave better performance than CNN, and
was also faster to extract. The difference between MCC-values for
the HSV histogram, Gist and the CNN descriptors are not large.
However, the HSV histogram has fewer dimensions and substantially faster processing time.
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Conclusions

The experiments show that for our online summarisation of egocentric videos, simple, colour-based descriptors offer a substantially
more efficient and higher quality summary than the complex CNN
features tested. For the colour-based descriptors, the use of resized
images does not appear to adversely affect the summary quality.
Image compression is therefore an interesting area to explore for
online video summarisation, with a potential for further gains in
efficiency.
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